
Yoga Studio Business for Sale Brisbane

For Sale
Location: Brisbane

Asking:
$335,000
$335,000 + SAV

Type: Health/Beauty

Contact:
Dustin Slypen
+61 425 121 788 or +61 7 
3831 2300

aubizbuysell.com.au/110282

LINK Business Brisbane
Broker Ref: BR01343 
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Brisbane\'s Leading Aerial and Yoga Studio
Nestled in the heart of one of Brisbane\'s most icon & funky destinations is this absolute gem!

This business is not your typical Yoga studio. They have a distinct point of difference with their Aerial
Yoga serviceÂ that draws clients from all across Brisbane. The business is also very scalable with
anÂ online platform catering toÂ participants fromÂ all over Australia.

There is no Aerial Yoga experience required withÂ an excellent team of 17 experienced & well trained
instructorsÂ and a studio manager in place. The owner has set the business upÂ with systems and
processes in placeÂ for a smooth transition.Â 

Over the past 12 months the business has enjoyed revenue of $630k+Â with potential to increase in a
few areas.

- Very cheap rent of $3,863 + GST per month
- Solid membership baseÂ 
- Multiple income streams: various yoga services, e-commerceÂ and teacher trainingÂ 
- Staff & systems in place
- Beautifully presented studio with lots of light, reception area, bathroomsÂ 
- Great consistent cashflow and healthyÂ profitability

The main draw card to this studio is theÂ rare and exciting form of AerialÂ Yoga which is onlyÂ offered
in a handful of locations across Brisbane.Â 

This opportunity is an absolute must see for anyone interested in a very solid investment within the
boutique fitness industry.Â 

Priced at $335,000 + SAV (approx $20,000).Â 

If you have the financial capacity to afford this exciting business please contactÂ Dustin Slypen or
Luisa Hennan from LINK Business Brokers For further information.Â 

Business Brokers:Dustin Slypen & Luisa Hennan
Ref: BR01343

LINK Business Brokers Brisbane
7/63 Annerley Rd, Woolloongabba QLD 4102
Ph: (07) 3831 2300
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